THE Time Machine
Several men are absorbed
in deep conversation.

what I am trying to get
across is that the geoMetry
taught in schools is based
on fallacy.

Students are taught
that a cube Exists
because it has length,
breadth and thickness.

OF course that
is correct.

I will clarify. Now, everyone thinks that
an object has three DIMENSIONS-length,
breadth and thickness. BUT there is a
fourth dimension, TIME, Which is often
overlooked!

what makes you
say that, my
friend?

that is what most
people think. But I differ
and will prove it wrong.

I don’t follow
you, my friend.

but when you can’t
travel in time, how
can you consider it a
fourth dimension?!
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THE Time Machine
now that is where you
are wrong, for a man
can travel through time
and back.

that is absolutely
baseless! I am UNABLE
to understand your
point.
maybe not. But
you see…long ago
I had a vague idea
of a machine…

to travel
through time!

Everyone in the room burst into laughter...

I will prove MY POINT.
Stay right here; do not
go anywhere. I will be
back in a moment.

HA! HA!
HA! HA!

HA! HA!

THE Time Machine
The three men were left
in A maze of confusion...

I wonder what
he has got?

I really hope he is
not LOSING his mind.
Time Travel! What is
the man thinking?

I think he is
spending too
much time in his
laboratory.

the very next
moment...

gentlemen, here is
the proof of my
theory.

that my friend is a miniature
model of a time machine. I,
myself made it, and I can
prove my theory.

but, what is
that thing?

it was a glittering metallic
framework, no larger than
a small clock.
when do you
plan to test it?

right now. But, first I
want you all to check the
table TO make sure there
is no trickery. I don’t
plan to waste this model.

you cannot
be serious!
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THE Time Machine
the moment the lever
was pulled, There was
a breath of wind...

The little
machine quickly
swung around,
became blurred,
and then, it was
gone! The table
was bare.
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could it be under
the table?
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you can go
and check, my
dear doctor.

do you really believe
that the machine has
travelled through
time? It is just so
unbelievable!

It has gone either
into the past or
the future. Would
you like to see the
real time machine?

follow me!

they passed through a long corridor to the laboratory.

THE Time Machine
in the laboratory was a larger version of the little mechanism that had vanished...

are you absolutely
serious? Or is this a
trick-like when you
showed us that ghost,
last Christmas?

I have never been more
serious! I intend to
explore time in this
machine.

later, at a club...
are you coming to dinner
at our scientist friend’s
next Thursday?
our scientist friend
is clever, but always
a bit of a joker. It is
always hard to take
him seriously.

I am going to be
there. I have some
questions for him.
but, how did he
make that model
disappear? It was a
good trick indeed!

thursday arrived...

its half-past seven
now. I suppose we’d
better have dinner.
Without
our host?
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